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ABSTRACT
Cloud gaming has become an emerging computing paradigm in recent years, allowing computer games to offload complex graphics and logic computation to the cloud. To deliver a smooth and high-quality gaming experience, cloud gaming services have invested abundant computing resources in the cloud, including adequate CPUs, top-tier GPUs, and high-bandwidth Internet connections. Unfortunately, the abundant computing resources offered by cloud gaming are vulnerable to misuse and exploitation for malicious purposes. In this paper, we present an in-depth study on security vulnerabilities in cloud gaming services. Specifically, we reveal that adversaries can purposely inject malicious programs/URLs into the cloud gaming services via game mods. Using the provided features such as in-game subroutines, game launch options, and built-in browsers, adversaries are able to execute the injected malicious programs/URLs in cloud gaming services. To demonstrate that such vulnerabilities pose a serious threat, we conduct four proof-of-concept attacks on cloud gaming services. Two of them are to abuse the CPUs and GPUs in cloud gaming services to mine cryptocurrencies with attractive profits and train machine learning models at a trivial cost. The other two are to exploit the high-bandwidth connections provided by cloud gaming for malicious Command & Control and censorship circumvention. Finally, we present several countermeasures for cloud gaming services to protect their valuable assets from malicious exploitation.

CCS CONCEPTS
- Security and privacy → Network security; Web application security; Systems security; • Networks → Cloud computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cloud Gaming, also known as Gaming-as-a-Service (GaaS), has become an emerging computing paradigm that attracts significant attention from the gaming industry. Many enterprises from tech giants such as Google and Nvidia to small businesses like Shadow.tech and LoudPlay have all invested abundant resources to develop and commercialize cloud gaming services. Moreover, the Covid-19 pandemic and global GPU shortage may also be contributing factors for the rapid growth of cloud gaming [2, 6]. Cloud gaming services such as Nvidia’s Geforce Now [18] have attracted more than 12 million registered players at the end of September 2021 [7]. Statistics suggest that cloud gaming has a global market value of $612.31 million in 2020 and could reach $5.4 billion by 2026 [4].

Cloud gaming enables players to enjoy a superior gaming experience on lower-end computing devices. The player’s control signals, including keystrokes, mouse movements, and mouse clicks, are captured and transmitted to the cloud gaming services. The cloud gaming services process the received control signals and render the game frames. The game frames are sent back to the player as a video stream, which would be displayed on the player’s monitor after video decoding. Using cloud gaming infrastructures, players only need computers with fast network connections and video decoding capabilities to enjoy a gameplay. Meanwhile, the cloud gaming services would be equipped with powerful hardware to accommodate all the computing tasks required by games. While many previous studies [30, 47, 48, 60] have focused on advancing cloud gaming technology, few have investigated cloud gaming services from a security perspective.

In this work, we present an in-depth study to reveal security vulnerabilities that could be exploited to abuse cloud gaming services. We investigate popular cloud gaming services including Nvidia Geforce Now [18], LoudPlay [13], and Shadow.tech [19], as their abundant computing resources in cloud gaming services are potentially an attractive target for adversaries. Under the camouflage of playing computer games, adversaries can intentionally inject and execute malicious code, scripts, and programs in cloud gaming services, accomplishing complex computing tasks without investing a
fortune in computing hardware and service maintenance. In cloud gaming services, players are typically provided with VM instances containing 8 cores of vCPU, 12-16GB memory, and a top-tier Tesla series GPU. The subscription fee varies across different services, ranging from $9.99 to $29.99 per month. By contrast, AWS EC2 instances with similar CPU and memory configurations cost users around $100 per month. With an additional GPU, the monthly bills could further rise to above $200. Therefore, the lower cost of cloud gaming services is an appealing factor for potential misuse and exploitation.

We uncover that adversaries are able to exploit cloud gaming services using game mods. Specifically, there are two attack vectors in which adversaries can intentionally inject and execute malicious programs/URLs in cloud gaming services. Malicious programs, including internal functions and standalone programs, can be injected directly inside a game mod and executed via in-game subroutines and game options. These programs can be used to abuse cloud gaming services for malicious purposes. We also show that adversaries can inject malicious URLs into the cloud gaming services as mod descriptions. Adversaries can launch built-in web browsers in the cloud gaming services to visit the malicious URLs to execute malicious scripts.

To demonstrate that such resource misuse and vulnerability exploitation may pose a serious security threat, we conduct four proof-of-concept attacks. In the first attack of crypto-mining, our injected programs can abuse the CPUs and GPUs in cloud gaming services for mining operations. Using the crypto-mining scripts and programs, we benchmark the hashrates of each cloud gaming service to estimate the monthly profit, and our result shows that adversaries can easily earn more than $88 profit per account per month for mining cryptocurrency. In the second attack, we demonstrate that adversaries can take advantage of the high-performance GPUs provided by cloud gaming services to train machine learning models. As for the other two cases of abuse, the high-bandwidth connections of cloud gaming are exploited for malicious Command & Control (C&C) and censorship circumvention, respectively. More specifically, in the third exploit, we inject a UDP hole punching script to cloud gaming services to establish communication channels between cloud gaming servers and external clients, which can be used as a C&C infrastructure. In the fourth abuse, we demonstrate that cloud gaming services can also be utilized for censorship circumvention. This is because cloud gaming services only send encoded and encrypted video streams back to players, making it difficult for firewalls and traffic analyzers to detect and block network accesses. Finally, we present several defense mechanisms as a preliminary and generic guideline against resource misuse in cloud gaming.

To summarize, our study makes the following contributions:

- We uncover a new security vulnerability of exploiting cloud gaming services. Specifically, malicious programs could be injected into cloud gaming services via game mods, executing for adversarial purposes.
- We conduct measurement studies, showing the feasibility of exploiting such a vulnerability. We reveal that a large number of computer games support game mods, which adversaries can leverage to misuse cloud gaming services.
- We demonstrate four proof-of-concept attacks to exploit real-world cloud gaming services. We verify that adversaries can gain substantial benefits by exploiting the abundant GPU and network bandwidth resources.
- We disclose our findings to cloud gaming service vendors and propose mitigation practices.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the background of cloud gaming and computer games. Section 3 presents the motivation, threat model, and ethical discussions. Sections 4 presents detailed exploitation procedures and Section 5 shows the feasibility of abusing cloud gaming services through game mods. Section 6 demonstrates four practical proof-of-concept attacks. Section 7 describes mitigation practices, as well as limitation and future work. Section 8 surveys related work, and finally Section 9 concludes our paper.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Games and Game Mods

Computer gaming has become a multi-billion industry for many decades [3]. In general, computer games can be categorized as single-player games and multi-player games. Single-player games allow players to enjoy a game session by themselves on a standalone machine. Typically no Internet connection is required (after legitimate online validation). Multi-player games require more than one players to collaborate or compete in one game session. Such games require network connections in order for all players to communicate with one another.

While game developers are constantly developing game content and mechanisms to enrich playability, each player may have individual gaming preferences that may not be supported by the official game release. Because of this, many game developers have introduced modding capability in their games. Game mods, also known as customized content, allow players to include unofficial contents that are developed by other players or third-party modding communities. Game mods can only be executed along with the original game since they are essentially add-on components. Many popular categories of game mods may include model assets, scenery, and storyline scenarios. Game mods may also contain additional programs and functions which fundamentally modify the gaming mechanisms.

Game platforms provide centralized services in which players can purchase, manage, and launch computer games. The Steam platform [20] developed by Valve Cooperation has been one of the largest game platforms in today’s gaming industry. A recent report shows that Steam has listed more than 50,000 computer games in its U.S. game store in 2021 with a growth rate of 8,000 to 10,000 new games every year [10]. In early 2022, a statistic shows a record-high 27.9 million concurrent users on Steam [21].

With the increasing popularity of game mods, the Steam platform incorporates a mod management system named Steam Workshop. It enables mod developers to host their game mods on Steam Workshop. Usually, game developers provide detailed procedures for the

---

1A mod is a player- or community-created modification of a game that extends the original game, enhancing the game’s experience with new features or functions (e.g., new characters, maps, or missions) [15].
Clients start game and the corresponding computer game. Once the game instance processes the game frames using the powerful computing hardware equipped with the cloud gaming services. Meanwhile, the encoded video streams are encrypted and transmitted back to the player’s client. Finally, the player’s client decrypts the transmitted data, decodes the video streams, and displays the game frames on the player’s monitor.

While maintaining untarnished playability, many security regulations have already been implemented to avoid resource misuse and establish limitations on the player’s authorizations and capabilities. For example, Nvidia Geforce Now allows players to only run games from their supported game lists. This prevents computer games listed on the Steam platform with malicious code such as Abstractism [1] from executing in Nvidia’s system. In addition, a web browser in the system is configured so that players cannot download any files or install any browser extensions.

3 MISUSE OF CLOUD GAMING SERVICES

3.1 Motivation

In 2020, PCGamer and Tom’s Guide published their top choices of gaming computers, and the price of a fully equipped gaming computer ranges from $1,049.99 to $3,799.99 [22, 23]. As a global chip shortage occurs in 2021, the price of GPUs has increased to a record high with the largest inflation rate of over 140% [5]. This significantly impacts the gaming industry as many gamers are unable to obtain a GPU due to the lack of GPU production and ever-increasing price inflation. The global GPU shortage has also impacted other GPU-accelerated applications such as crypto-mining and machine learning model training.

One of the major intriguing features of cloud gaming services is to save players’ cost on expensive gaming hardware. Cloud gaming services provide top-tier computing hardware with an affordable monthly subscription fee while delivering enjoyable gaming experiences. However, it also becomes an attractive target if adversaries could exploit the rich resources of cloud gaming services for malicious purposes. In this study, we show that cloud gaming services are vulnerable to resource misuse. We demonstrate four case studies in which adversaries could gain financial benefits by exploiting cloud gaming services.

3.2 Playability vs. Security Trade-offs

Cloud gaming services are devoted to delivering an enjoyable gaming experience for all computer games. Such a commitment requires cloud gaming services to provide abundant computing resources to players. In terms of computing power, it is essential for cloud gaming services to provide powerful computing hardware to their players. This is because cloud gaming services need to accommodate some power-hungry computer games that require high-performance computing facilities to execute, even though many other games may not need powerful hardware support. Moreover, as illustrated previously in Figure 1, cloud gaming services need to transmit game video and audio streams to a player’s machine while players need to send control signals back to the cloud gaming services. Thus, abundant network resources need to be allocated to ensure smooth, high-quality gaming frame delivery with low latency for providing responsive gameplay. However, such rich computing and network resources could attract adversaries to exploit them for malicious purposes.

Cloud gaming services are also committed to enable all functionalities of the games running in their systems. However, in order to...
meet various demands, some security restrictions have to be relaxed. For example, computer games, especially multi-player games, require Internet connections to third-party servers for hosting game sessions. Meanwhile, the IP destinations and domains, protocols, and port numbers vary across different games. Thus, it is very hard for network firewalls to perform conservative traffic blocking in/out of the cloud gaming services. Adversaries can take advantage of the high-bandwidth connection provided by cloud gaming services and host malicious services on the Internet.

Furthermore, cloud gaming services may have to allow game mods as many computer games enable the modding capability nowadays. This could be considered safe by cloud gaming services as Steam officially supports game mods via Steam Workshop. However, our work reveals that cloud gaming services are vulnerable to potential exploitation based on game mods. Using such a method, adversaries could execute malicious programs or visit dangerous URLs, which may cause serious damage to the cloud gaming services. Note that existing security regulations become futile if cloud gaming services are exploited via game mods, because adversaries do not need to download anything from the Internet other than Steam Workshop, and game mods are supported by many games.

### 3.3 Threat Model

In this study, we consider the specific exploitation by which adversaries are able to misuse cloud gaming services for non-gaming purposes. Figure 2 shows an overview of the misuse of cloud gaming services. Specifically, we unveil two attack vectors to misuse the resources of cloud gaming services: (1) Malicious Programs and (2) Malicious URLs. Adversaries can construct malicious programs and URLs by themselves. This may require fundamental knowledge of programming and game mod development. Adversaries can also package existing programs. Both of them are packaged into game mods by adversaries and injected into cloud gaming services.

We illustrate that adversaries are able to inject malicious game mods to cloud gaming services using Steam Workshop and execute malicious programs using the in-game subroutine and game launch option. Such programs can abuse powerful computing hardware and high-speed networks for malicious activities. Furthermore, we reveal that the web browsers, including VM browser, Steam browser, and in-game browser, can also be exploited to execute malicious scripts and visit censored content.

To exploit the cloud gaming services, adversaries are required to register an account for the Steam platform and for each targeting cloud gaming service. Adversaries can register these accounts by obtaining email addresses from popular email providers for free, or they can obtain a large number of email addresses from disposable email services. In addition, while some cloud gaming services offer free trial options, the majority of them demand a subscription fee. Adversaries would also need to pay the subscription fee in order to launch such an attack on cloud gaming services. Furthermore, adversaries are required to obtain a copy of the game that they wish to carry out the attack. This can be accomplished by obtaining a free-to-play copy of the game or purchasing the game directly on the Steam platform.

Adversaries also need to develop game mods that contain malicious programs/URLs. Adversaries are required to acquire fundamental knowledge of programming and game mod development. Adversaries can also use programs developed by others, package them into a game mod, and upload it to Steam Workshop. The malicious game mod can be kept private since adversaries do not intend to distribute it to other players. This increases the stealthiness as no one other than the adversaries can subscribe to the game mod.

### 3.4 Ethics

To better understand the security vulnerabilities of cloud gaming services, we comprehensively explore the potential exploitation approaches. We intentionally launch various proof-of-concept attacks in each cloud gaming service in order to demonstrate its exploitability and profitability. We carefully design our experiment procedures to minimize any negative impacts on cloud gaming services, game hosts, and regular players. Also, our experiment is conducted under a controlled environment and does not involve any human interactions.

Our experiment is conducted in a legitimate manner. We registered all of our accounts legally through cloud gaming services, and we pay all required subscription fees. We also purchased the Transport Fever 2 [24] game on Steam which is used in our experiment to study malware injection through game mods. Moreover, we incorporate several precautions in order to minimize the potential influence on other players.

In terms of exploitation study, we use existing programs for the crypto-mining attack, and we develop our own programs for machine learning model training, C&C, and censorship studies. Especially, the crypto-mining programs used in the experiment are the latest release of the WebMinePool script and the NiceHash program. We download these programs directly from their official websites without any modifications or code injections. To host the malicious URL with WebMinePool script, we establish a domain name that has never been registered before. The game mod containing the NiceHash mining program is uploaded to Steam Workshop by following the official mod uploading procedures.

Moreover, we execute the crypto-mining programs for only one minute to obtain the hashrate of each cloud gaming service. The financial gain from the misuse of cloud gaming services is estimated based on the hashrate. We believe that one minute is sufficient to trigger a crypto-mining detection mechanism, as many countermeasures against intensive resource misuses can achieve real-time detection [33, 63]. We are aware that some players were banned from Shadow.tech due to their crypto-mining activities [8, 9]. This may indicate that cloud gaming services have already deployed defense mechanisms against crypto-mining. To confirm this, we explicitly contacted all three platforms to see whether they have deployed any form of detection mechanisms in their systems. Unfortunately, we have not yet received any responses from them about the deployment of defense. On the other hand, the fact that two cloud game vendors acknowledge our findings clearly evidences that our proof-of-concept attacks are indeed effective. This may also suggest that, given detection mechanisms, a very short duration attack (e.g., less than one minute) could successfully evade detection, benefiting adversaries in terms of attack stealthiness.
We estimate the monthly financial gains based on the hashrate. This can prevent the game hosts from consuming a large amount of power and potentially overheating [44, 75]. To further avoid potential damage to the cloud gaming services and our neighboring players, we configure the crypto-mining program to execute with 90% CPU usage. In our study, we only demonstrate the feasibility of abusing cloud gaming services for both activities. Therefore, our developed program should have little impact on the overall normal operations of cloud gaming services.

Finally, at the end of our study, we manually deleted all accounts in cloud gaming services. We also remove the URL with the crypto-mining script and all the game mods containing malicious programs. We disclose our findings to the affected cloud gaming services via emails and official bug reporting channels. Our disclosures also include some mitigation approaches described in Section 7. We have received responses from both Nvidia and Shadow.tech, in which they acknowledged our findings and stated that they will conduct further investigation. We indeed observed some changes in cloud gaming services after our disclosure. For example, Nvidia has completely blocked players from visiting the NiceHash website. Unfortunately, it is not confirmed that Nvidia made such a change due to our disclosure.

4 METHODOLOGY

4.1 Malicious Content Tag-along

Our study reveals that adversaries can exploit cloud gaming services for malicious purposes via game mods. Essentially, we demonstrate that game mods can carry malicious programs/URLs into the cloud gaming services. This is achieved using Steam Workshop, Steam’s official mod management system. In this section, we conduct a systematic study on Steam Workshop. We show that Steam Workshop cannot detect malicious content to be tagged along with game mods in order to exploit cloud gaming services.

As mentioned above, the purpose of incorporating mod functions into a game is to allow players to customize game sessions so that they can enjoy extra content that is not officially released by the game developers. Steam Workshop provides a centralized management service for both mod developers to host their developed mods and for players to subscribe to the mods that they are interested in. Once a mod is subscribed by a player, Steam Workshop downloads the mod to the player’s computer. When the players launch the game, all subscribed mods are automatically loaded and incorporated into the computer game.

To inject malicious content, adversaries need to interact with Steam Workshop to upload and download malicious mods. Specifically, adversaries upload their own game mod to Steam Workshop along with all malicious content. They also subscribe to the same malicious mod in Steam Workshop. Then, the adversaries launch the computer game in cloud gaming services and execute the malicious contents in the mods.

Steam Workshop is the key component in the process of injecting malicious content to cloud gaming services. Understanding the mod management policy in this system provides us with key insights into the feasibility and effectiveness of exploiting cloud gaming services using game mods. While the exact procedures for uploading mods to Steam Workshop differ across different games, the game developers, through the official website or Wiki page, publish the methods of uploading mods to Steam Workshop. To comprehensively explore the mod management policy, we conduct a proof-of-concept experiment in which we attempt to upload game mods to Steam Workshop. We use Transport Fever 2 as our test game and we construct a game mod. To simulate the real attack, we intentionally inject a "malicious" payload in the mod containing a crypto-mining script written in Python. Since this is only an exploration, we do not execute the mining script to mount any actual attacks at this stage. Following the procedures stated on the Wiki page [25], we successfully uploaded our mod to Steam Workshop. We launch the Transport Fever 2 game in all three cloud gaming services and observe that the mods are indeed automatically downloaded into the cloud gaming services along with the “malicious” crypto-mining script.

Furthermore, in Steam Workshop, the mod developers can configure the mod to be either public or private. Whereas public mods can be subscribed to by all players who own the game, private mods can be only seen by their developers. This, from the adversaries’ point of view, helps the stealthiness of the attack. The goal of such an attack is to exploit the resources in cloud gaming services but not to spread out malicious mods. Therefore, configuring malicious mods as private is sufficient to launch attacks by executing malicious code with cloud gaming services. Others, including players and system administrators, may be less aware of the malicious contents in the game mods uploaded by adversaries.
4.2 Exploitation Process

To exploit cloud gaming services, adversaries can follow the steps shown in Figure 2. In general, the exploitation consists of five steps: (1) Select Games, (2) Develop Mod, (3) Start Cloud Gaming, (4) Execute Mod, and (5) Exploit Resources. As such, adversaries are able to harvest the abundant resources provided by cloud gaming services for malicious purposes. Here, we explain each exploitation step in further detail.

**Step ❶: Select Games.** The first step in the preparation phase of the exploitation is to select a computer game used to mount the attack. In general, adversaries can choose any games on the Steam platform as long as they support modding. Adversaries also need to select the games that are supported by cloud gaming services.

We first comprehensively explore the modding support on the Steam platform. We develop a crawler script to obtain the entire game database on Steam. In total, we collect 32,311 computer games in the Steam library as of Aug 2021 and among which, 1,506 games (4.7%) support mods through the Steam Workshop. In addition, we find 1,244 games that support third-party mod managers such as Nexus [16] and ModDB [14]. Figure 3 shows the number of games with mod supports with respect to their release date. The overall trend is obvious that the modding capabilities have become increasingly popular among the latest released games. We anticipate that game mods would continue its trend and more developers would incorporate modding features in their released games.

Also, Figure 4 illustrates the CDF with respect to the total number of mods in a single game, showing a vigorous modding community where 50% of games contain more than 100 mods in Steam Workshop. The game with the largest number of mods (Garry’s Mod) has more than 1.6 million customized mods hosted on Steam. Such a big modding community could cause significant management costs and issues for Steam, as adversaries can stealily upload malicious game mods to Steam Workshop.

**Step ❷: Develop Mods.** The second step is that adversaries need to develop malicious mods for the selected games. The developed mods can contain either malicious programs (Section 5.1) or malicious URLs (Section 5.2) to inject exploitation content.

We also observe that various programming languages can be used to develop game mods, providing adversaries with rich opportunities to choose their favorable languages to construct malicious mods. We manually inspect 314 computer games that we have access to and identify 124 games with modding capabilities. Figure 5 shows the distribution of programming languages that are supported by each computer game. The most popular language used in game mods is Lua scripting, which is supported by 73 games. Other major programming languages include C#, Python, and C/C++. Especially, we find 7 games that support more than one programming languages to be used for modding.

When the mod is fully developed, adversaries need to upload the malicious mods to Steam Workshop. The uploaded mods can be configured as private to keep the mods from the general public.

**Step ❸: Start Cloud Gaming.** Adversaries can then subscribe to the malicious mods that they upload and execute the mods within cloud gaming platforms. Adversaries first need to run the computer game that they selected previously. This automatically triggers Steam Workshop to download the malicious mods that they constructed. Adversaries can verify the mod download through the Steam download page.

**Step ❹: Execute Mod.** Once the malicious mods are downloaded to the cloud gaming services, adversaries need to execute the malicious programs or URLs in the game mods. We reveal three methods to execute malicious content: (1) In-game Subroutine, (2) Game Option, and (3) Web browser. Specifically, In-game Subroutine is used to execute malicious code that can run within a game session. Game Option can be utilized to execute standalone malicious programs as separate processes. Section 5.1 presents both approaches in greater detail. On the other hand, when adversaries click the malicious URLs, a web browser is launched to visit the corresponding web page. We uncover three types of web browsers that may be built into the cloud gaming services, including VM built-in browser, Steam built-in browser, and in-game browser. We further explore the characteristics of these web browsers in Section 5.2.

**Step ❺: Exploit Resources.** Finally, with the malicious mod executed, adversaries can exploit the abundant resources provided by cloud gaming services. In this study, we primarily focus on exploiting the top-tier GPUs as well as high-bandwidth network connections. Section 6 shows four proof-of-concept studies, including crypto-mining, machine learning model training, Command & Control, and anti-censorship. We demonstrate that adversaries are able to gain a considerable amount of financial benefits from exploiting cloud gaming services.

5 EXPLOITATION

In this section, we investigate the feasibility of exploiting cloud gaming services through game mods. Specifically, we demonstrate that adversaries can intentionally inject malicious programs and URLs through game mods. Adversaries can execute malicious programs using in-game subroutine and game launch options, while
malicious URLs can be accessed by various web browsers built inside the game instance.

5.1 Malicious Program

Internal Functions. The intention of providing modding capability in computer games is to allow players to add or modify the games to their own taste. Among many add-on components that game mods contain, a special category of mods aims to modify the gaming mechanisms fundamentally. Such mods bring external pieces of code to the game and they are executed along with the original game. From the adversaries’ point of view, this provides an opportunity to inject and execute malicious code through game mods.

Malicious code can be executed within a game session since the code itself is treated as a part of the game. Also, since malicious code is injected by the adversaries themselves, they would know the exact procedure on how to access the malicious function. In addition, adversaries can further exploit the mod debug tool, which is often built into many games by the game developers as an extended feature, enabling the modding community to easily test their code in a game session. Adversaries can utilize the mod debug tool to quickly locate the malicious code in their mod and execute them directly via the debug tool.

Standalone Program. In addition to the malicious code that is integrated as a function or subroutine, another method is to include well-developed programs into the mod itself. This can be achieved since a mod can contain many types of files, including external dependencies like library files and configuration files. Since Steam Workshop does not restrict the types of files included in a mod, adversaries can take such an advantage and package the entire malicious program inside a mod. This also reduces the technical requirements for adversaries because they do not need to develop or write any code.

Since these programs must be executed in separate processes, adversaries need to find other methods to launch standalone programs inside the cloud gaming environment. We identify that one practical approach to execute a standalone program in cloud gaming services is through game launch options. The game launch option is supported by Steam for players to enable special and extended features that are otherwise hidden from the game. Such features may include game cheating, debug mode, in-game console, etc. Our investigation suggested that the game launch option can be bypassed to run any standalone programs that adversaries want. In doing so, one can run "full_program_path %command%" with Steam game launch option. The above command can override the original launch command, resulting in Steam launching the program located at "full_program_path". Moreover, the "full_program_path" can also be replaced by built-in tools and programs of the system. For example, using the "CMD %command%" as a game launch option, the Steam platform would launch the built-in CMD prompt in Windows OS instead of the computer games. With the command prompt, adversaries can perform all types of actions, including browsing the file system, executing malicious programs, and modifying any system configurations.

Another method to run external standalone programs in cloud gaming services is via debug mode. Particularly, we test this functionality in Transport Fever 2. In debug mode, the in-game console of Transport Fever 2 supports Lua scripting and Lua commands/functions. The Lua commands and functions can be executed directly inside the console. In our exploration, we find that adversaries can run any executable programs using the io.popen function in the Lua module io. The semantic of io.popen is similar to the cmd prompt in Windows. To test its capability, we use the command "io.popen("tracert google.com")" to perform a traceroute from Nvidia GeForce Now server to Google server. Figure 6 shows the result of the traceroute command. With this functionality, adversaries can run any program in the game host and exploit the server for malicious purposes.

5.2 Malicious URLs

URL Injection. The injection of malicious URLs into cloud gaming services through game mods is straightforward. One of the simple methods is to include the malicious URLs in the description of their constructed mods. A mod description is essential for players to distinguish different mods that they subscribe to. Some game mods even contain designated sections for mod developers to include URLs such as the personal page of the mod developer and an external web page containing a comprehensive summary of the mod. Adversaries can take advantage of the mod descriptions to inject malicious URLs. That is, adversaries can construct an empty game mod that contains only the description of the mod with malicious URLs. The adversaries subscribe to the game mod, which is automatically downloaded to the cloud gaming services by the start of the game.

One special requirement for exploiting cloud gaming services with malicious URLs is that the injected URLs must be hyperlinked to the corresponding web pages. Some computer games can achieve this because of the embedded automatic URL detection feature in the mod description. For other games that do not contain such a feature, adversaries would need to utilize other tools. Our investigation suggests that adversaries can take advantage of the game chatrooms to convert raw URLs into hyperlinks. Many chatrooms incorporate this feature to identify the URLs in a message and automatically create a hyperlink to the corresponding web page. To comprehensively understand the feasibility of injecting malicious URLs through game chatrooms, we manually study the 314 computer games in our Steam game collection. Particularly, we reveal that 42 out of 314 (13.4%) computer games contain in-game chatrooms. These computer games consist of 7 single-player games and
35 multiplayer games, which account for 16.7% and 83.3%, respectively. The 7 single-player games are categorized as single-player by Steam, but the chatroom feature is embedded in multiplayer gameplay. Within the 42 computer games, 39 in-game chatrooms are equipped with the URL detection feature, which automatically generates hyperlinks if it detects URLs in the messages. The only three chatrooms that do not have the URL detection feature are all single-player games. With the URL detection feature, adversaries can easily generate hyperlinks for the injected malicious URLs. The Steam built-in chatrooms can also be used for this purpose. Figure 7 shows an example of injecting URLs using Steam’s built-in chatroom. By generating hyperlinks for the injected URLs, adversaries can visit the corresponding web pages and execute malicious code and scripts.

Another method of injecting malicious URLs is to utilize the Wiki pages, forums, and blogs of computer games. Many game developers compose these pages in order for players to obtain information about game mechanisms, discuss potential issues, and share their game experiences. Within the 314 games that we examine, we find 231 games with official or third-party Wikis, forums, and blogs. Among them, 86 games contain at least one external website that is accessible from within a game session. To make these sites easily accessible to players, many developers embed them directly into their games using buttons or icons. When they are clicked, the game automatically launches a web browser to display the corresponding websites. However, our exploration suggests that, while game developers are dedicated to improving and polishing their computer games, the contents hosted on Wikis, forums, and blogs are often neglected. This provides adversaries with an opportunity to inject malicious URLs. Taking advantage of Wikis, forums, and blogs, adversaries inject URLs into these sites by posting messages. Adversaries can manually create hyperlinks to their malicious websites. To access the malicious websites, adversaries can simply click the site icons in a game session and search for their self-injected URLs to visit malicious websites.

**Execution.** Once the malicious URLs are injected into the cloud gaming services, adversaries can simply click the hyperlinks in order to access the web pages. To open the web pages, our investigation shows three types of browsers game instances may open: (1) VM built-in browser, (2) Steam built-in browser, and (3) in-game browser. Here, we investigate each of the browsers in detail to understand the feasibility for adversaries to carry out malicious activities in cloud gaming services.

The virtual machine serves as a fundamental layer in a game instance, running on an operating system able to host other applications such as Steam software and computer games. Our investigation shows that all three cloud gaming services provide the players with a Windows VM. By default, the Windows OS contains a built-in browser of Microsoft IExplorer (MSIE) or Microsoft Edge, depending on the version of the Windows OS. In addition to the Windows built-in browsers, game hosts in Nvidia Geforce Now and Shadow.tech also contain Google Chrome browsers in their VMs. In both systems, Google Chrome is configured as the default browser. Adversaries may use these browsers to visit malicious websites to compromise the game hosts.

Furthermore, the Steam platform is supported by all three cloud gaming services that we investigate in this study. With the intention of aiding players to browse online content without the need to pause or exit the game, Steam integrates its own web browser into the application. The Steam built-in browser is a variant of Google Chrome with additional steam commands. However, some browser functionalities are strictly limited, such as Google account management, content downloading, and browser extensions. Therefore, the Steam built-in browser may not be able to execute exploitation on game hosts that require these aforementioned features. The Steam built-in browser can also be accessed in a game session. Adversaries simply press SHIFT+TAB on the keyboard to open the Steam console. Then, at the bottom of the screen, adversaries click the “WEB BROWSER” button to launch the browser. From here, adversaries may visit malicious websites to exploit the cloud gaming services.

In addition, our investigation reveals that some game engines, such as Unity [26], support in-game browser functionality. Unfortunately, none of the 314 games in our Steam collection support native in-game browser functions for us to investigate. However, we realize that 2 of them have game mods developed by the players’ community to enable in-game browsing. Specifically, Gary’s mod has a dedicated mod in the Steam Workshop that explicitly implements web browsers in the game. Minecraft, a well-known PC game in recent years, has a mod published online, which supports full browsing functionality in the games. To this end, adversaries can utilize these in-game browser mods to exploit cloud gaming services through malicious URLs.

### 6 CASE STUDIES

Taking advantage of the security vulnerabilities of game mods, adversaries can easily exploit game hosts in cloud gaming services for malicious purposes. In this study, we demonstrate four cases of misuse in cloud gaming services from the perspectives of GPU Exploitation and Bandwidth Exploitation: (1) Crypto-mining, (2) Training Machine Learning Model, (3) Establishing Command & Control, and (4) Censorship Circumvention. We show that both GPU and bandwidth exploitation can lead to considerable benefits for adversaries even though we conduct only proof-of-concept attacks due to ethical considerations.

Each cloud gaming service adopts different policies in terms of session length. This limits the total number of hours a player can access each game session. NVidia allows 6 hours of a gaming session, and the system automatically disconnects a player after the session expires. However, this does not affect the overall...
profitability of our exploitation, since adversaries can immediately launch another game session to continue misusing the NVidia platform. Shadow.tech does not employ any restrictions on game session length. Adversaries could execute malicious programs on Shadow.tech for an unlimited duration to maximize profitability. LoudPlay adopts a different strategy in which they charge players based on the number of game hours. Therefore, as long as adversaries continuously pay the hourly subscription fee, they can exploit the LoudPlay system without limitations.

### 6.1 GPU Exploitation

The temptation for adversaries to abuse cloud gaming services is due to the significant price differences. Table 1 lists the computing hardware provided as well as the monthly subscription fees for cloud gaming services compared to Amazon EC2 instances. The EC2 t4g.xlarge instance, which contains a similar CPU and memory but without GPU, is estimated a monthly subscription fee of $64.54. If users request an additional GPU in their instance, the subscription fee increases significantly. Compared to t4g.xlarge, the g4dn.xlarge instance provides the same number of vCPUs and memory capacity, but with a dedicated Nvidia T4 GPU. The subscription for g4dn.xlarge raises to $241.63 per month, which is 274.4% higher than the t4g.xlarge instance. In comparison, the majority of cloud gaming services provide similar hardware to players as g4dn.xlarge, with 8 vCPUs, 16G memory, and a dedicated GPU; but the monthly subscription fee is considerably low, with $9.99, $10.12, and $29.99 for Nvidia GeForce Now, LoudPlay, and Shadow.tech, respectively. Undoubtedly, this brings significant financial benefits to adversaries if the GPUs in cloud gaming services are exploited.

#### 6.1.1 Crypto-mining

Recent years have shown many security incidents of cryptojacking in which adversaries abuse the victim’s computing resources to mine cryptocurrencies [33–35, 38, 46]. Inspired by these previous works, we attempt to conduct similar cryptojacking activities in cloud gaming services. We demonstrate that crypto-mining programs can be successfully executed inside all three of the cloud gaming services. Leveraging the abundant computing power, especially the provided top-tier GPU, adversaries can potentially make a considerable profit from exploiting cloud gaming services to mine cryptocurrencies.

In this study, we use two existing crypto-mining programs. Nice-Hash [17] is a standalone mining program that can be executed directly on Windows OS. We use NiceHash to demonstrate the potential full-scale exploitation of cloud gaming services with GPU supports. In comparison, we also investigate crypto-mining exploitation using WebMinePool [27]. This program enables us to embed a JavaScript mining program into a web page, allowing us to carry out our exploitation through malicious URLs. We demonstrate that adversaries can still gain benefits from mining cryptocurrencies by abusing only the CPU, even though the profit is not as significant as GPU mining.

**Methodology.** We launch attacks on cloud gaming services including Nvidia GeForce Now, LoudPlay, and Shadow.tech. Our attack methodology follows the same procedure as shown in Figure 2. The first step in the preparation phase of the attack is to select a carrier game with modding capabilities. In this study, we choose Transport Fever 2 as it is one of the games in our Steam collection that is supported by the three cloud gaming services. Next, we construct our own game mod for Transport Fever 2. Specifically, we repackage the entire NiceHash software in our created mod. This allows us to execute the program without the need for any software installation. For the GPU exploitation, we construct a web page containing the official mining script provided by WebMinePool using our own domain. We include the URL of this web page in the description section of our game mod. This web page displays a simple user interface that allows us to select the number of CPU cores as well as the overall CPU usage that the mining script can consume. It also displays the start/stop buttons so that we can control the duration of the attack. We host the web page with mining scripts on an Amazon AWS server.
In this case study, we demonstrate that adversaries can exploit streaming and local streaming and cloud gaming services by connecting to their video APIs in the game host and utilize the in-game console to perform operations on the game. The attacker performs operations on the game with the console.

1. **Cloud Gaming vs. Local Streaming**

   - **Cloud Gaming**
     - Adversaries can connect to the video APIs and perform operations directly on the game.
     - Cloud gaming services virtualize the CPU to provide players with higher performance.
     - Adversaries can exploit the cloud gaming services by using the built-in benchmark and configuring the mod to run with 90% CPU usage.

   - **Local Streaming**
     - Adversaries can connect to the video APIs and perform operations directly on the game.
     - Local streaming services do not virtualize the CPU.
     - Adversaries can exploit the local streaming services by using the built-in benchmark and configuring the mod to run with 90% CPU usage.

2. **Exploitation of Cloud Gaming Services**

   - **NiceHash**
     - The NiceHash software automatically launches when the Transport Fever 2 game is started.
     - The mod is configured as private so that the mod cannot be downloaded to other players.
     - Adversaries can exploit the cloud gaming services by using the NiceHash program.

   - **WebMinePool**
     - The WebMinePool script is launched automatically in all cloud gaming services.
     - Adversaries can exploit the cloud gaming services by using the WebMinePool script.

3. **Profit Estimation**

   - The profit estimation shows the amount of mining revenue generated by the mod.
   - The mod generates a profit of $5.24 per month in April 2021.
   - The mod generates a profit of $88.33 per month in April 2021.
   - The mod generates a profit of $138.43 per month in April 2021.
   - The mod generates a profit of $148.42 per month in April 2021.
   - The mod generates a profit of $98.45 per month in April 2021.

4. **Conclusion**

   - Adversaries can exploit streaming and local streaming services by connecting to their video APIs and performing operations on the game.
   - Adversaries can exploit cloud gaming services by configuring the mod as private and using the built-in benchmark to run the mod with 90% CPU usage.
   - Adversaries can exploit cloud gaming services by using the NiceHash program and the WebMinePool script.
   - Adversaries can generate significant profits by exploiting cloud gaming services.
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**Figure 1: Monthly profit of crypto-mining using NiceHash**

**Figure 2: Monthly profit of crypto-mining using WebMinePool**

**Figure 3: Network usage between local streaming and cloud gaming**

**Figure 4: Comparison of streaming and local streaming**
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**Table 1: Hash rate comparison across different cloud gaming services**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cloud Gaming Service</th>
<th>Hash Rate (GH/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Netflix</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LoudPlay</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nvidia</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow.tech</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nvidia Geforce Now</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Table 2: Profit comparison across different cloud gaming services**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cloud Gaming Service</th>
<th>Profit (USD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Netflix</td>
<td>$5.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LoudPlay</td>
<td>$88.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nvidia</td>
<td>$138.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow.tech</td>
<td>$148.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nvidia Geforce Now</td>
<td>$98.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Figure 5: Revenue comparison across different cloud gaming services**

**Figure 6: Network usage comparison**
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**Figure 7: Profit comparison across different cloud gaming services**
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**Figure 8: Monthly profit of crypto-mining using WebMinePool**
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**Figure 9: Monthly profit of crypto-mining using NiceHash**
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**Figure 10: Network usage between local streaming and cloud gaming**
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**Table 3: Network usage comparison**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cloud Gaming Service</th>
<th>Network Usage (bit/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Netflix</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LoudPlay</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nvidia</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow.tech</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nvidia Geforce Now</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 11: Revenue comparison across different cloud gaming services**
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**Figure 12: Network usage comparison**
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**Table 4: Revenue comparison across different cloud gaming services**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cloud Gaming Service</th>
<th>Revenue (USD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Netflix</td>
<td>$5.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LoudPlay</td>
<td>$88.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nvidia</td>
<td>$138.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow.tech</td>
<td>$148.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nvidia Geforce Now</td>
<td>$98.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the GPUs provided by cloud gaming services for machine learning model training.

As shown in Table 1, all three cloud gaming services provide Tesla GPUs by Nvidia. To train machine learning models using Nvidia GPUs, the CUDA toolkit is required to be installed in cloud gaming services. For the installation process, we utilize the official CUDA installation program provided by Nvidia. We construct a game mod for Transport Fever 2 and include the installation program inside the mod. We inject the mod to the cloud gaming services and execute the program using the in-game console of Transport Fever 2. We confirm that the CUDA toolkit is successfully installed in cloud gaming services by executing several CUDA sample programs.

We then demonstrate the possibility of training a machine learning model in cloud gaming services. We conduct a proof-of-concept experiment by developing our own Python script for image classification model training. For ethical considerations, our aim is not to train a full-scale machine learning model in cloud gaming services. In our experiment, we only train one layer of the model using 10 labeled images. The script and training data are injected into the cloud gaming services along with our game mod. We confirm that the Python script can indeed produce an image classification model, and the training time is under 5 minutes.

The exploitation of cloud gaming services for machine learning model training can considerably benefit the adversaries by saving their investment on powerful computing hardware. As shown in Table 1, cloud gaming services provide powerful GPUs with significantly lower subscription fees. While the monthly usage fees range from $241.63 to $1,524.24 in Amazon cloud computing services, adversaries can use a GPU for less than $30 per month by exploiting cloud gaming services.

6.2 Bandwidth Exploitation

Besides powerful computing hardware, cloud gaming services also provide players with high-bandwidth low-latency network connections. The usage fee of this network connection is included in the monthly subscription; no other charges are collected from the players. In comparison, AWS EC2 services also charge their customers based on network usage, with a data transfer price as high as $0.09 per GB [11]. If adversaries abuse the cloud gaming services to perform network-demanding tasks, they would avoid paying a fortune to the cloud computing services for using the network.

6.2.1 Establishing Command & Control. Many computer games, especially multiplayer games, rely on peer-to-peer (P2P) UDP connections to exchange essential gaming data across multiple players. Such a requirement inevitably prohibits cloud gaming services from blocking UDP communications in/out of the game hosts due to security concerns. From the adversaries’ point of view, this provides a practical opportunity to exploit the cloud gaming services for malicious data communications. In this case study, we demonstrate that adversaries can establish Command and Control (C&C) servers which cause severe security problems including botnet [31, 68] and domain generation algorithm (DGA) [32] attacks. Whereas crypto-mining operations exploit the abundant computing resources in cloud gaming services, C&C abuses the high Internet bandwidth provided by cloud gaming services. Using UDP hole punching and an external relay server, adversaries can expose unoccupied UDP ports to the Internet. Any clients who know the port number and the IP address of the game host can establish communications to transmit and receive data. To investigate the feasibility of such exploitation, we establish an external relay server in Amazon AWS, and we intentionally inject a UDP hole punching script in our own game mod using Transport Fever 2. The system architecture of our established C&C server is illustrated in Figure 11. We demonstrate that we can successfully establish UDP connections with external clients and communicate with them using full network bandwidth.

Methodology. In the preparation phase of the exploitation, we first establish a relay server on Amazon AWS to accept UDP connections from the Internet. We record the IP address and the UDP port used by the relay server. Then, we inject a UDP hole punching script inside the same mod that we develop for crypto-mining exploitation. We configure our hole punching script to communicate with the relay server using the IP address and the port number that we record in the previous step. We upload our mod to Steam Workshop.

In the exploitation stage, we launch the Transport Fever 2 game in cloud gaming services. We execute our malicious mod in the game session, which establishes a UDP connection to the relay server. The relay server records the UDP connection (i.e., IP address and port number) received from the game host. Then, we generate 10 virtual machines using Google Cloud Service as external clients. We configure these clients to first contact the relay server and obtain the IP address and the port number used by the game host. We further verify that all 10 clients can successfully establish simultaneous UDP communications with the cloud gaming services.

Discussion. Using the aforementioned methodology, adversaries can easily exploit cloud gaming services for hosting C&C servers. The C&C server takes full advantage of the network bandwidth provided by cloud gaming services to exchange data with external clients. Since cloud gaming services do not demand any charges on network usage, adversaries can potentially save a large amount of money by establishing C&C server in cloud gaming services, instead of general cloud computing services. For example, while adversaries need to spend $900 on 10TB of network usage in Amazon AWS [11], such a cost will be diminished to zero by exploiting cloud gaming services.

Cloud gaming services may have to relax their network security policies to accommodate communication requirements for supporting all games. The network firewalls have to be configured to allow data transmissions in/out of the game hosts. Therefore, while we demonstrate the feasibility of establishing C&C server in cloud gaming services, such a relatively open network environment could potentially result in many other vulnerabilities exploitable by adversaries for malicious purposes.

6.2.2 Censorship Circumvention. Internet censorship is used to control the accessibility of Internet content. While censorship is often placed by governments or ISPs to block specific content, different ways have been leveraged to circumvent censorship, including the use of VPN and Tor browsers. In this case study, we demonstrate that adversaries can utilize the built-in web browsers in cloud gaming services to access blocked content on the Internet.
Since the display frames transmitted from cloud gaming services to the clients are encoded and encrypted, network censors cannot retrieve or monitor the content in the display frames. Moreover, in order to deliver display frames with a constant resolution and refresh rate, the network connections between cloud gaming services and the clients should also be kept at high usage. This results in similar behaviors as network traffic obfuscation [42], making some censorship techniques such as network traffic analysis futile.

We explore the feasibility of circumventing censorship in cloud gaming services using the censorship dataset published by Jin et al. [55]. Specifically, we identify 20 domains from the dataset that are blocked by India and South Korea governments. We use commercial VPNs to position us in both countries. We verify that visiting these domains from a web browser results in displaying block pages constructed by the governments. We begin our exploitation by launching the Transport Fever 2 game in all three cloud gaming services. We manually type the domain URLs into the chatroom built inside Steam (example shown in Figure 7). By clicking the automatically generated hyperlinks, we confirm that the censored domains can be accessed and that the corresponding web pages are properly displayed in cloud gaming services.

Furthermore, we investigate the behavior of network traffic obfuscation when cloud gaming services are used. We select a video from YouTube that supports 1080p resolution at 60fps and play it using our lab servers and cloud gaming services. We record the network usage for both scenarios using WireShark [28]. Figure 10 plots the network bandwidth demanded by local video streaming and video streaming over cloud gaming services. As shown in the figure, the network usage for local video streaming consists of many spikes. This is due to the video buffering feature in which the browser pre-downloads the video contents before displaying them to the users. Once the buffer is filled, the download process will halt until some parts of the buffer are cleared. By contrast, the network connection for video streaming over cloud gaming services shows a comparably constant usage, despite two fluctuations near the end of the video due to packet losses. Such constant usage can be exploited as network traffic obfuscation to circumvent Internet censorship.

7 DEFENSE

7.1 Mitigation Practices

In order to mitigate the resource misuse of cloud gaming services, we present several defense practices. These methods aim to reduce the occurrence of malicious programs running in cloud gaming services, hence protecting their valuable assets from exploitation.

The infrastructure and ecosystem of cloud gaming are complex, involving cloud gaming services, game developers, and game management platforms such as Steam. A comprehensive defense may require the collaboration of all parties, which usually represent different entities. Furthermore, there are no standard implementations for cloud gaming, making a one-size-fits-all defense mechanism impractical to build. Thus, the countermeasures presented here only cover preliminary and primitive defensive practices limited to cloud gaming services’ administrators, who should comprehensively examine their systems and implement proper defense mechanisms that best fit their system architectures and business needs.

Practice 1: Process Monitoring. In the cloud gaming infrastructure, a game instance contains three major components: VM, Steam software, and a game session. Processes that do not belong to any of these three categories should be considered suspicious activities that require further investigation. Therefore, to mitigate potential misuse, a process monitoring program should be implemented in the game instance (e.g. cryptojacking detection [29, 57, 71]), which can identify malicious processes and block them from running in the game instance. This will prevent abusive programs that need to run as standalone processes, such as NiceHash in crypto-mining, from being injected into cloud gaming services.

Moreover, in the case of a benign computer game running in cloud gaming services, the majority of the CPU and GPU usage should be associated with the game itself. If there are other processes with high CPU or GPU utilization, they are likely malicious programs. To this end, the process monitoring program can also be used to oversee the CPU and GPU usage of each process. With such straightforward monitoring, exploitation such as mining cryptocurrency using a built-in web browser can be mitigated.

Practice 2: URL Request Redirection. The web browsing feature in cloud gaming services provides players with a convenient way of accessing the Internet. However, browsing activity may also be conducted on the player’s client-side, instead of on the game host side. To this end, cloud gaming services could implement a defense strategy to intercept all URL requests from the game hosts and redirect them to the player’s client. Once the redirected URL requests are received at the player’s side, a browser on the client can be automatically launched to visit the corresponding websites. This prevents the case in which cloud gaming services are misused to visit malicious content on a web page.

Practice 3: Adaptive Network Policies. Computer games may demand distinct network needs. While single-player games should not require external connections at all, multi-player games may need to communicate with some external servers in order to coordinate across all players. In order to accommodate the requirements for all computer games, cloud gaming services have not enforced any restrictions on network policies. This leads to the misuse of cloud gaming services for establishing C&C server and censorship circumvention. To mitigate such exploitation, cloud gaming services could carefully and comprehensively examine the supported games to identify their network demands. A primitive approach to accomplish this could be to leverage a sandbox to run each computer game and actively analyze the network connections requested by a game. The result can then serve as the baseline of network rules to restrict network access of each game. Cloud gaming services
allow external communications only to meet the network demands requested by each computer game and to block other unrecognized network connections. Moreover, we encourage both game developers and mod developers to self-report the network demands of their released products. Based on this information, cloud gaming services can implement more comprehensive and adaptive network policies for computer games supported by their platforms.

7.2 Limitation and Future Work

Our work reveals that adversaries can exploit cloud gaming services through game mods and malicious URLs for malicious purposes. We examine three popular cloud gaming services to demonstrate that such services can be exploited by adversaries for malicious activities. In the future work, we plan to explore additional security vulnerabilities and evaluate their security risks. These vulnerabilities and risks may involve computer game development, gaming engines, and game-server communication protocols. We also intend to investigate more cloud gaming services on the market in order to gain more insights into the scale and severity of such vulnerabilities.

So far, we only present four proof-of-concept attacks to validate the feasibility of exploiting cloud gaming services through our exposed vulnerabilities, including crypto-mining, machine learning model training, C&C, and censorship circumvention. Yet, other possible exploitation may also exist in cloud gaming services, leading to more severe damages. In the future work, we aim to conduct further research on the discovery of more sophisticated attack vectors in cloud gaming services, and more importantly, on the development of more effective defense mechanisms for protecting their valuable assets.

8 RELATED WORK

8.1 Cloud Gaming

While cloud gaming is a relatively new paradigm in the gaming ecosystem, it has received extensive research attention over the past decades. In 2009, Ross [66] introduced the cloud gaming as a promising gaming delivery technique. Based on the cloud gaming architecture proposed in Ross’s paper, pioneers have proposed and implemented many cloud gaming platforms such as OnLive [40] and GamingAnywhere [49, 50]. Ojala et al. [64] presented their investigation on the business model of cloud gaming services. Meanwhile, researchers have devoted countless efforts to cloud gaming in terms of improving performance [48, 60], reducing latency [30, 39, 58, 76], and enhancing the quality of service [47, 61]. Lee et al. [59] and Suznjevic et al. [70] investigated player experiences for different types of computer games in cloud gaming. More recently, Domenico et al. [41] analyzed network protocols for newly emerged cloud gaming services, suggesting that wired or WiFi networks could deliver a smooth gaming experience to players while the lossy and much slower cellular networks may not be sustainable.

Our work differs from existing studies as we investigate the security aspects of cloud gaming services. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study the feasibility of exploiting cloud gaming services and misusing their resources through computer games. The uncovered attack vectors shed lights on the security risk of cloud gaming services and will promote the development and deployment of effective countermeasures against resource misuse and service exploitation.

8.2 Cloud Security

Cloud gaming inherits similar fundamental infrastructures from traditional cloud computing [36]. For years, the security aspects of cloud computing have been studied. Ristenpart et al. [65] first discovered the vulnerability of co-residency in cloud infrastructure. Later works expand the co-residency detection using both side channels [78–80] and covert channels [56, 62, 69, 73, 77]. Varadarajan et al. [72] proposed resource-freeing attacks (RFAs) so that attackers can gain more resources by modifying the workload of the neighboring VMs. A similar attack approach has been improved by Huang et al. [51], who proposed cascade attacks to overwhelm system’s hardware resources. In addition, power attack [52–54, 75] and thermal attack [44, 67] have also been proposed to throttle the performance or even shut down the cloud services due to insufficient power delivery and cooling capacity. Moreover, previous works have covered other special types of cloud services, including exploit as a service [45], impersonation as a service [37], reputation escalation as a service [74], and everything as a service [43].

Our work complements existing studies by investigating the security aspect of cloud gaming, a special type of cloud service known as Gaming-as-a-Service (GaaS). We demonstrate that it is feasible and profitable for adversaries to exploit gaming services offered in the cloud environment, imposing a serious threat to GaaS.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we conduct an in-depth study on the security vulnerabilities of cloud gaming services. Due to their lower cost and richer computing/network resources than the traditional cloud computing solutions, cloud gaming services could easily become an attractive target of adversaries and thus vulnerable to resource misuse and service exploitation. We reveal that adversaries can exploit cloud gaming services and misuse their resources by injecting malicious programs/URLs via game mods for malicious purposes. To demonstrate the serious security threats posed by such vulnerabilities, we conduct four proof-of-concept attacks including crypto-mining, training machine learning model, establishing Command & Control, and censorship circumvention. Finally, we present effective defense mechanisms to protect cloud gaming services against malicious resource misuses.
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